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( contiltuec1) 

lfr. Hl'"JAKOS(f_ (Finlanc_); In the stateHlent I intenCI to l'c>J;:e now I 

shall lir1it ;-,1ysel:i:' t-.) nuclear disarl1l8Dent 0 Fith your -r.:errr1ission, lir o Chairn::•n, 

l Fill adciress nysclf to othe:c disRrmamen_t ouest ions ut a later stase. 

~Titnout tryin_:;: to create unfounded illusions, I think i"c is richt to s:ty 

that the year 1978 o 1-rhich uill soon e:1d, has be:en an exceptionally 

active year in the field of disarmament. Hith ret:ard to the special 

session on disarr1acent, which ue discussed previously 9 I vrould onl~r 

like to say that one of the main achievements of the:: specie"l session 1-ras the 

f0.ct that it focuser1 the interest of not only 1mny Governnents but also a 

vase public opinion, as Hell '".S internationnl orc;anizs"tions, on the 

import once of the prir10rdial problen of r~anLind todc•y: the a1111s race. 'l'he 

nevT inpetus vrhich is -";iven by the special session Oll disarmmn_ent should be 

fully used also in the endecwours of this First Coni!:'ittee. 

The Final Docm1ent 'lnd especially its Prorsr8_J1Jl'lE of Action provide a 

nev: platforr-1 for clisml'!lament efforts. They clearly inclicate the ultiLw"te 

c;oetls and underline the priorities, and that nucle0r ,,rea:r;ons pose the greatest 

c:an::-;er to nant_ino and to the survival of ci vili zat ion. 'l'here are 9 however, 

some vite_l areas where the Final Docm1ent is not conprehensive enouch. This 

is particularly true in rec.;ard to the issues of non-proliferation of 

nuclear ueapons anc1 the security of non-nucle2r·"ueapon States, includinc; 

the question of nuclear~i·Teapon·~free zones. 

To Grrive at a text adopted by consensus on such a dt.::lic<:.te problem 

QS DOil·-proliferation of nuclear 1-reapons is uncleniably a::-1 achieveJ11ent per ~· 

In our view-, hmrever, i'l311Y fornulations are fairly 1-reak and aubir:uous. He 

uoulc1 have preferred a stron:::-;er text. In the fon0ulations there see-·:s to be 

an asswJption that a safec:uarcls syster;1 Hould hinder the utilization of nuclear 

ener:::-;y for peaceful purposes. On the contrary, 1-re thinl~ that one of the bic:cest 
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ol>stacles to internatiom,l co-·oueration in the fielc. of nue:lee.r en2r:<;y 

lS the fact tr,.rct the l10l1~·proliferation rec:ir:1e al1C~ the 2-CC01r!panyin[: safe[~Uarcl_s 

orr2n::;enents are not yet co11prehensive. J~e.st yeFLr -vre heel an extensive 

cleo:c1te on the '"'101<..:: issue of 11on~proliferation, -vrhich resulted in 

resolution 32/87 F. Hhile stressinc: the need to L~u-=trfi. ccc;ainst the diversicn of 

nuclc:o,r euerr-y to military purposes, the resolution nlso recoGnized the ric;ht 

of c<.ll countries to c1 evclop and use nuclear ener;"y for their economic anrl 

social c-l.:ovelom1.ent. 
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Thus the only right track to follow· is to strengthen the non-proliferation 

of nuclear weapons by enhancing the effectiveness of the Treaty on the 

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Ueapons and its safeguards system. ''He are happy 

to note that some positive developments have taken place in this field. The 

participation in the non-proliferation Treaty has been steadily increasing, and 

we welcome the announcements by countries like Indonesia and Turkey that their 

Governments intend to ratify the Treaty before long. This will further strengthen 

the Non-proliferation Treaty. ·The number of safeguard agreements between 

parties to the Non-Proliferation Treaty and the International Atomic Energy 

Agency has been growing as vrell. 'This has widened the scope of the Agency's 

work in ensuring that nuclear energy is used for peaceful purposes only. The 

strengthening of the safeguard system of the Agency is also needed because of the 

rapid technological development in the field of nuclear sciences. Therefore 

we note with satisfaction that the budget of the Agency for 1979 w&s adopted 

in a form that -.;-rill strengthen its controlling arm so as to enable it to 

keep pace >vith its grmving responsibilities under its statute and the non

Proliferation Treaty. 

Some adii~ional measures aimed at the strengthening of the non-proliferation 

r~gime seem to be advancing favourably. It is to be expected that a draft 

agree~ent on physical security will be concluded during the first half of 1979. 

~urthermore, the idea of international management of plutonium has received wide 

support. 

The Government of Finland sees the Intenational Fuel Cycle Evaluation 

Programme as an important measure 1vith the purpose of effectively ensuring 

intensified peaceful use of nuclear energy without proliferation risks. The 

appropriate preparations for the second Review Conference of the 

Non-Proliferation Treaty should start next year. Finland stands ready to 

participate in the preparations and the work of the Revievr Conference in order 

to tackle the important task of reviewing the operation of the Treaty with a 

view to ensuring that the purposes of the preamble and the provisions of the 

Treaty are being realized. 
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It is bein~ arGued that all the nuclear-weapon States, and particularly 

those amonG them 1rhich possess qualitatively and quantitatively the most 

powerful nuclear arsenals,bear a special responsibility in the task of 

achievin~ the ~oals of nuclear disarmament. It is right, therefore, that those 

countries 1rhich actually possess the real object of the ne~otiations should 

negotiate. Hence we think that the strategic arms limitation talks (SALT) 

are by far the most important ne~otiating process at the ~oment. The SALT 

II agreement and immediat· further negotiations heading for a SALT III 

agreement could, ne believe, set off a chain reaction of many other positive 

results. He can only hope that a SALT II a{Sreement can be concluded before 

the end of this year as we have heard in the statements of both the main 

parties. ·Because of the acceleratin{S technological development in the field 

of strate[!;ic nuclear armaments, He think that immediate efforts to bring about 

a SALT III a~reement are badly needed. 

In spite of meagre results so far and even some temporary setbacks in the 

negotiations behreen the two Powers, there seems to be full awareness of a vital 

need and a political will to ne{Sotiate. The argument that political detente 

provides the only reolistic framework for international coexistence and co-operation 

lS conpletc::ly >l"c.;ll-four-c~el1, Ccnversely, concrete results in clisnrnoment 

favour the general atmosphere of detente, help to build more confidence and thus 

enhance international security. Recent developments have shown, how·ever, that 

the interaction between disarmament and detente does not imply that measures 

towards disarmrunent would automatically ensue from relaxation of political 

tension. 

In the vie~r of the Finnish Government, another item of highest priority 

is the conclusion of a comprehensive test ban. Last fall the General Assembly 

noted with satisfaction that the negotiations had begun among three nuclear-weapon 

States and urged them to expedite their negotiations with a view to bringing 

them to a positive conclusion as soon as possible. The tripartite ne~otiations 

are being held even at this time, and the information emanating from those talks 

sustains the hope that the elusive goal of a comprehensive test ban at last 

appears to be near. In our view, the cessation of nuclear testin~ within the 

framework of an effective treaty 1rould be in the interest of mankind, and it 

uould have two-fold effects. ·rt 1rould make a sip:nificant contribution to 

realization of the aim of ending the oualite.tive improvement of nuclear 
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vea:pons and the development of neu types of such w·eapons, but it uould also, 

at the same time, be an effective measure to stren.:;then the non-:9roliferation 

Treatv. Furthermore, it uould demonstrate the political will and preparedness 

of the nuclear Pmrers to fulfil the provisions of article VI of the 
11Ton-Proliferation Treaty. It is my Government 1 s earnest hope that the draft 

treaty could be urgently concluded by the three nuclear Po1rers and submitted 

for the full consideration of the nec;;otiating body, the 8orrLmi ttF'e on 

Disarmament. 

In this context I should like to emphasize the importance of the 1mrk 

of the expert c;;roup on seismological detection which has been preparing the 

13round for a 1-rorld-uide remote-control monitorine; system for verification of a 

c;:,r1prehensive test ban. Finland has actively participated in the uork of 

the expert c;;roup and developed its national seismic detection capabilities. 

Toe;ether vith the geoloe;ically stable primary rock in Finland, this will 

enable us to contribute to the eventual international detection system. 

The establishment of nuclear-veapon-free zones constitutes an 

important disarmament measure. This 1ms fully recocnized in the special 

session on disarmament and in its H'imtl Document. "hile pursuinrr this 

objective, it 11ill be useful to recall the conclusions of the comprehensive 

study of the question of nuclear-ueal1on-free zones in all :i.ts aspects uhich 

-vras initiated by the Government of Finland and carried out by a c;roup of 

13overnmental experts in 1975 uithin the frameuork of the Conference of the 

Committee on Disarmament. 
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Vigorous testimony to the usefulness and effectiveness of the method of 

establishing nuclear-weapon-free zones is provided by the Treaty of Tlatelolco. 

Through the recent action and declaration of intention of some nuclear-weapon 

States, the additional Protocols to the Treaty are expected to be fully completed 

in the near future. As far as adherence to the Treaty is concerned, the 

prospects are equally good. After these developments the Latin American countries 

will constitute a zone in which the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons is firmly 

secured. I should like on this occasion to pay a tribute to the creators of 

the Treaty of Tlatelolco and to the organization administering the only nuclear

weapon-free zone in existence so far in an inhabited area of the world - the 

Agency for the Prohibition of Nuclear vleapons in Latin America (OPANAL). 

It has been stated by many delegations here that the development of new 

armaments is constantly overtaking any arms-control or disarmament measure. 

The qualitative arms race has already led us into a situation where a broad 

sector of weapons is in danger of falling outside any negotiating forum. This 

is the case with tactical nuclear weapons, including the so-called mini-nuclear

weapons and the neutron weapon, as well as intermediate and medium-range 

missiles. This serious dilemma confronting all disarmament efforts should be 

studied and appropriate conclusions drawn. The Finnish Government shares the 

concern expressed by the Swedish Foreign Minister in her statement to the 

General Assembly on 26 September this year concerning the so-called grey-area 

systems. He think that they should be included within the framework of 

negotiations already initiated or that, if appropriate, new bodies should be 

created for the consideration of this question. 

My Government has in various contexts expressed the view that all approaches 

and avenues to disarmament should be explored. Although the most urgent 

disarmament issues are global in character, a regional approach may prove fruitful 

where proper politico-geographical conditions exist. At the regional level the 

objective should be to ensure the security of all States at as low a level of 

armaments as possible and without detrimental effects on the security of States 

outside the region. 

The regional approach has its merits, in particular in Europe, where 

some 10,000 nuclear warheads are ready for action in a small region in global 

terms. vfuile we recognize the global character of the European problems of 

disarmament, the regional perspective can make the negotiations more substantial 
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and productive. The Finnish Government has been observing -vrith deep concern 

developments in military technology over the past few· years ivhich tend to 

affect adversely the situation in our ovm region. An alarming factor is that 

nuclear weapons - both warheads and 8Ccurate means of their delivery -

have been developed with the possibility of a limited nuclear war in mind. The 

Finnish Minister for Foreign Affairs developed this point in his statement on 

1 June 1978 during the special session devoted to disarmament by saying: 

" .•. it is important to recognize the political trend behind the theories 

of lindted nuclear warfare. A limited nuclear war could in plain language 

mean the Europanization of nuclear war; and no one anyvrhere in Europe would 

be immune from the effects of such strategies". (A/S-10/PV.l3, p. 66) 

Ac;ainst the background of the developments in nuclear-veapon technology 

and doctrines that I have just outlined~ the President of Finland, Nr. Urho Kekkonen~ 

departing from the idea of a Nordic nuclear-vreapon-free zone originally put forward 

as early as 1963, recently suggested negotiations on a Nordic arms control 

arrangement. The main purpose of this arrangement i·rould be to isolate the Nordic 

countries as completely as possible from the effects of nuclear strategy in 

general and new nuclear vreapons in particular. I should like to emphasize the 

follmring C')ns:'.derations, which we believe to be important. Only the Government 

of the country concerned can be qualified to inter~ret the security needs of 

that country. And it is clear that the initiative for negotiations must come 

from the States in the area and that they must themselves conduct the negotiations 

in good faith, without coercion or pressure. Furthermore, the necessary 

arrangements can be made vrithin the framevrork of the existing security policy 

solutions. Because a security arrangement concerning the nordic countries >Wuld, 

cone to affect in one way or another the security interests of the leadinf! nuclear

weapon States? it is most natural that the leading Powers could participate in the 

negotiations at an early stage. Lastly, the countries in the area have to 

receive an assurance that the weapons they have committed themselves not to 

acquire or to station in their territories vrill not be turned against them, and 

that they will not be threatened 1Vith those vreapons. 
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Finally, vrhile ue believe that measures to halt and reverse nuclear-·ezrls 

build-up, both qualitative and quantitative, retain their hi~h priority, it is 

also important that other available means be used to minimize the risk and danger 

of a war in vrhich nuclear w·eapons vrould be employed. This question was extensively 

debated in connexion -vrith the special session devoted to disarmament. One aspect 

of it, that is, the c:uestion concernin~ security c;uarantees for the non-nuclear

lreapon countries, has ;"'lre2.dy been discussed by the Committee, and my delegation 

has had the opportunity to present its vielrs on it. Methods of prevent inc; the 

outbreak of nuclear uar are primarily a matter for the nuclear~>·reapon States, 

but it should be borne in Elind that the devastatinc; results of a nuclear Har 

vroul<I n.ffect bellir:erent s and non-bellic;erent s alike. Sorr1e nuclear--veapon States 

have already tal;;en steps in their bile.teral relations with this in nind. I 

refer to ac-reeroents on the prevention of an accidental nuclee.r v8,r "betw·een 

the i11aj or nuclear POi·Ters. 
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Accordingly, they have agreed to act in a manner such as to 

prevent the development of situations capable of causing dangerous 

exacerbations of their relations, to avoid military confrontation 

and to excluc::.e the outl)reak of nuclear uar betueen them ;--_nd betueen 

either of the parties and other countries. ifuile responsibility for the 

prevention of nuclear uar lies prhmrily 1rith the nucle2.r Poue:;:s it is a r::tatter of 

vital concern for all States, nuclear as well as non-nuclear. Indeed, 

the Final Document of the special session devoted to disarmament called 

on all States, and in particular nuclear-weapon States, to consider as 

soon as possible various proposals designed to secure the avoidance 

of the use of nuclear weapons, the prevention of nuclear war, and related 

objectives, where possible, through international agreement. My delegation 

considers that to be a reasonable proposition. We think that the spirit 

and outline of the Soviet-American agreement of 1973 on the prevention of 

nuclear war should be kept in mind when considering an eventual 

international multilateral agreement in accordance with the recommendations 

of the Final Document. 

That concludes my statement today, but I should like to deal with 

other disarmament problems on a later occasion. 

Mr. MATANE (Papua New Guinea): I shall begin by quoting from 

the statement delivered to the current session of the General Assembly on 

27 September by my Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade. He said: 

"Man has always sought a peaceful existence within secure boundaries; 

in order to achieve this, he has o.luays had arms. However, man has, 

through the arms build-up, particularly that of nuclear weapons, 

created a situation where he is no longer secure. Each State now 

seeks to have more advanced and sophisticated weapons in case of 

attack by others. As we all know, this process is threatening 

the existence of mankind." (A/33/PV.ll, p. 76) 

The time has come for this world body to act positively towards 

reversing this dangerous trend. We should put a halt to the arms race 

immediately. We agree with those who say that political will is needed for 

the achievement of real disarmament. However, we feel that a certain amount 
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of trust and perhaps faith is needed in our endeavours towards the ruu r_oth 

and complicated task of d.isarr;mnent It is now time to abandon the use of 

force in international relations and to seek security in disarmament 

through a gradual but effective process ccrm~encin~ with a reduction 

in the present level of arnanonts. Unless genuine and immediate 

steps are ta~:en to prevent the further development and stockpiling 

of nuclear as well as conventional weapons, the continued arms race will 

mean u growing threat to international peace and security and even to the 

very survival of the human race. 

The Disarmmaent Decade is coming to an end. Unfortunately, the 

objectives established on that occasion by the General Assembly appear 

not to have been fully achieved because the arms race is not diminishing 

but increasing at a faster pace than the efforts to curb it. Although 

some limited agreements have been reached on effective efforts in 

relation to the cessation of the nuclear arms race and to nuclear disarmament, 

it is some\vhat disappointing to note that the urgent need to implement 

these measures has been largely ignored. 

The ending of the arms race and the achievement of real clisarmament 

are the very important and urgent tasks facing us today. The arms race, 

particularly the nuclear arms race, is an obstacle to efforts to achieve 

the further relaxation of international tension. That relaxation of 

international tension is necessary for the establishment of international 

relations based on peaceful co-existence and trust between States. 

Paragraphl2 of the Final Document of the tenth special session states: 

"The arms race, particularly in its nuclear aspect, runs 

counter to efforts to achieve further relaxation of international 

tension, to establish international relations based on peaceful 

ccexistence and trust between all States, and to develop broad 

international co~operation and understanding. The arms race 

impedes the realization of the purposes, and is inccl'lpatible with 

the principles, of the Charter of the United Nations ••• ". 

(resolution S-10/2) 

Lasting international peace and security cannot be built only on the 

accumulation of weaponry by military alliances or be achieved by the signing 
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of treaties and conventions alone. Real peace can be created only through 

the effective implementation of the security system provided for in the 

Charter of the United Nations. Effective international control is 

necessary for a speedy and substantial reduction of arms leadine 

ultimately to complete disarmament. At the same time, the causes of the 

arms race and threats to peace must be reduced and to this end effective 

action should be taken to eliminate tensions by peaceful means. 

In this world of limited resources there is a close relationship 

between expenditure on armaments and economic and social development. 

Military expenditures are increasing at an alarming rate, particularly 

in the field of the production of nuclear weapons. Those of us in the 

developing uor-ld are faced with the problem of having enough resources 

for the development of our peoples. Needless to say, there are people starvinB, 

people in need of aedicc.l care, pem:le in need of education, nncl. people in need of 

good housing. Ue are not saying that resources from the disarmament 

process will solve all problems. Uhat 1·re are sayinc; is tho.t our burdens 

will be lightened if some of those resources can be used for those 

purposes. That uill also contribute to the realization of some of the 

goals of the J!eu International Economic Order. Thus, the economic and 

social consequences of the arms race are not conducive to a favourable 

economic climate. 

The establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones on the basis of 

arrangements freely arrived at among the States of each re~ion concerned 

constitutes an important disarmament measure. In the process of establishing 

such zones, the characteristics of each region should be taken into account. 

States participating in such zones should undertake to comply fully with all 

the objectives, purposes and principles of the agreements or arrangements 

establishing the zones, thus ensuring that they are genuinely free from 

nuclear weapons or the testing of nuclear vreapons. 
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It is the desire of those of us in the South Pacific to keep the 

rec;ion free from nuclear pollution and big-Pover rivalry. This desire 

was clearly stated by the representative of Fiji on 9 IJovember 197G: 

dDeleE;ations m.ay recall that the Heads of Government of independent 

and self-c;overning States members of the South Pacific Forum emphasized 

in their Hulmalofa co:rru..nunique of 3 July 1975 the importance of keepinc; 

the South Pacific ree;ion free from the rislt of nuclear contamination and 

of involvement in a nuclear conflict. The Heads of Government crnmnended 

the idea of establishinc; a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the South Pacific 

as a means of achieving that aim. That ae;reement was followed by the 

adoption by the General Assembly of resolution 3477 (XXX) of 

11 December 1975, uhich deals with the idea of the establishment of a 

nuclear-veapon-free zone in the South Pacific. 17 (A/C.l/33/PV.33, p. 24-25) 

Such a regional arranc;ement and other similar arrangements in other 

regions ivoulc1 be in conformity with the objectives of the Final Document 

of the tenth special session~ devoted to disarmament. 

Unfortunately, there are those who argue that the end of nuclear testing 

\·rill not bring about disar:rn.ament. Hy delegation disac;rees. Ue are opposed 

to nuclear testing because, first, we strongly believe that it is a step 

tovrards disarmament and, secondly, no one is able to tell us - at least up 

to the present tin1e - the effects of radiation on man and his enviromaent. 

'l'he latter point concerns us most because we are in that part of the iTOrld~ 

the South Pacific. 1-rhere nuclear testing takes place. In fact, the latest 

test took place in June this year, 1-rhile the tenth special session of the 

United ITations 1-ras meetinG here on the very question of disarmament. 

My delegation finds this very difficult to understand. How can we 

achieve disarmament c·rhen testinc; of nuclear -vreapons goes on? Further, 

why carry out such tests in the backyards of other peoples, which enjoy 

a non-polluted land, sea and air environment? He have on many occasions and 

repeatedly protested at such activities, but our protests have fallen on deaf ears. 

He therefore once again call on those responsible for this mf'orgivable 

state of affairs to cease their irresponsible activities. They just cannot 

go on like this. 
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Papua ITeu Guinea idslles to see the nuclear-ueapon States take steps 

to assure' the non-nuclear-ireapon States ac;ainst the use or threat o:L use of 

nuclear Heapons. Meanwhile, however, we take note of the declarations 

made by the nuclear-ueapon States, and ire ap:~eal to theEl to pursue efforts 

co conclude appropriP-te and effective arranc;e112ents to assure non-nuclear->reapon 

States ae;ainst the use or threat of use o:L nuclear ueapons. 

In viei·T of the fore.:oin:::;, ue shoulcl lil:e to see the nec;otie>.tions on 

a cor:lprehensive test-ban treaty considered in the lir;ht of the present 

situation. He have been infon1ed time ancl ae:;ain that the procectures involved 

have been difficult. However, ue believe that those c1ifficulties can be 

overcome if all parties involved are prepared to discuss the issues vTi th a 

corrc11on objective. He join the naj ori ty of r.Iember States in supportinc: 

resolution 32/78, in uhich the General Assenbly, jnter alia, noted vri th 

satisfaction that nec;otiations had begun 8lilon:,-; three of the five nuclear--vreapon 

States in order to arrive at a draft agreement on this subject. In that 

Sffi!le resolution, those three nuclem~-irearon States 11ere urged to exredi te 

their nesotiations so that, after the Conference of the Conm1ittee on Disarmrunent 

had fully considered the proposals arisinc; from these negotiations, the treaty 

coulcl. be opened for signature before the next special session on disarmament. 

He hope that the other t1-ro nuclear-weapon States would also become 

rarties to the treaty. 

Papua Hew Guinea is follovrin,:: with c;reat interest the course of the 

Soviet-Ar·lerican dialogue. !Iy delec,ation hopes that a. SALT II ac;reement 

set tine; concrete lini ts on stratesic offensive 'I·Teapons systens idll be concluded, 

for \Te see in this a real possibility of stoppinG the nuclear arms race. 

However, vre also viei·T uith great concern the fact that~ i-Thile nec;otiations en a 

SALT II agreement are in progress, new forms of weapons are being developed. 

1-'he cycle uill not be broken. 

l~y delec;ation fully SU'!TlOrts efforts directed at the COElplete and effective 

prohibition of the develop".H'='nt,production and stocl~pilinc of nll chemical 1·reapons 

anu their destruction, because 1-re see this as one of the Elost urcent disarmament 
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measures. Consequently we should like to see negotiations on a convention 

to this end civen serious consideration. After its conclusion, all States 

should contribute to ensurinc the broadest possible application of the 

convention through its early sienature and ratification. l~y delecation 

recoc:nizes that the pririlary responsibility rests with the big Powers. 

But the countries not possessing vast nuclear and missile arsenals would benefit 

from and have an obligation to brinr; about controlled disarmament. 

In conclusion, my delecation is of the vie;-r that international tensions 

l11Ust be eased by peaceful means an<l throut•h reducin the <levclopment, 

production and stockpiling of weapons, in particular nuclear weapons. 

Disarmament under a system of effective controls coulr1 ahrays enco'"ntcr 

problems caused by fear and mistrust, but we believe that disarmament is the key 

to man's survival on this planet. 

Hr. HONG (Sin~apore): At the tenth special session of the General 

Assembly, my delecation posed the followine question: if all of us are 

acainst the anns race, then who is responsible for the arms race? 

\Te concluded that we vrere all responsible. 

Today I should like to look at the two basic questions we 

face in the problem of the arms race: first, i·That causes the arms race; and 

secondly, what can be done to curb it? 

In exarninint:; the causes of the arms race I propose to look at five 

different but related issues. They are: first, the perception of 

national security and threats to national security; secondly, the enhancement 

of a State's pOi-rer and status; thirdly, the advance of technology; fourthly, 

vested interests in the arms race; and, fifthly, public understanding of the 

ctrus race and response to it. 

It is often said that nations arm themselves because they feel 

insecure. There are many reasons for such feelings of insecurity, but the 

first and most obvious one is that we live in a world in which violence is 

a fact of life. The second reason is that feelings of national insecurity 
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stem from Llistrust and suspicion amonG States. Often, historical 

animosities and fears form the basis of one State's perception of another's 

intentions and motives. OpposinG national aspirations also influence such 

perception. States belonging to the same reGion often view· each other vri th 

suspicion, each suspectinc; the other of harbourinG ambitions for political 

domination or military conquest. 

IIou this comes about has been interestingly described by Mr. Donald Keys, 

a well-lmmrn proponent of disarmament, as the "psychological aspects" of the 

arns race. The theory is that we tend to believe vhat we want to believe 

For example, if 1·Te fear our neighbours and believe that they are unfriendly, 

11e are litely to project these fears into our perception of their intentions 

towards us. 
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Furtber, our perception is based on a '"\vorst-case; 1 situation,. in which the worst 

tlw.t can hapr)en is expected to happen. The possibility that such a perception 

may be altered by evidence refutinc; the basis for any such threat lS also 

reduced lJy the process of Hhat Keys called "infor!nation filtration':. People 

tend to accept only the l;:ind of inforination that reinforces their mm 

beliefs and preconceived notions, especially those that confirm their i-rorst 

fears and prejudices. Thus, convinced that the ivorst -vrill happen, a State feels 

impelled to acquire arms to meet the contingency of protectinc; itself ac;ainst 

attack by a potential adversary. That leads to a national defence policy based 

on a build-up of veapons and troops. Such action by one State is not likely 

to 11e ignored by other States in the region, particularly if the region is 

already riven by historical conflicts and rivalry. Hence, the acquiring of 

arms by one State spurs other States to acouire thep-· .. The cumulative effect 

is the start of an arms race amon,s all those States that look upon each other 

as potential enemies. 

The third reason for the arms race is the use of military might as a means 

of enhancine; the power and status of a State. Ric;htly or i·rrone;ly, vreapons and 

larc;e military forces are tuo of the indices of a nation 1 s status and power. 

I need hardly remind this Committee that the five permanent members of the 

Security COQDcil are also the five biggest military Poivers of the world and 

that they are also the five nuclear~weapon States. Since status and pm-rer 

are alHays regarded as desirable, that provides a strong incentive for 

acquirinc; military muscle. A State 1 s military pm-rer can do tivo things~ it 

can act as a deterrent against external attack: it can also be used to 

intimidate others. Even in the period since the United Natior:.s was established 

there have been numerous instances of States 1 usinP" their !'ilit:,r;.r T'Giver to 

achieve their politic2l objectives. Furthermore, the possession of superior 

military strenc;th is often assumed to give one nec;otiating weight and political 

leverac,e. 

_Another reason for the arms race arises from the fact that so much of the 

uorld 1 s scientific brain po-vrer, especially in the United States and 

in the Poviet Unicn, is 1)ein(1" devoted to militarv~rele.tE:d 
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research and development. The advance of military technology with ever greater 

destructive power quickly renders weapons obsolete. States therefore feel 

under pressure constantly to replace their existing weaponry by purchases of 

the newest and most sophisticated armaments and weapons systems available 

in the market. Such action, in time, becomes self-justifying and is often 

tenuously linked to the perception of any actual threat to national security. 

A scholar in disarmament matters, Ervin Laszlo, called that the operation of 

the "technological imperative". The advance of science and technology is not, 

regrettably, dependent on any set of moral values. Ne-.r-weapon technology 

often behaves like an amoral Frankenstein, and, once developed, can become 

uncontrollable. 

The vested interests that are served by the arms race constitute another 

reason for its perpetuation. The makers and sellers of weapons have to ensure 

a growing, or at least a continuing, demand for their deadly products, unless 

their productive capacities can be converted to peaceful industrial uses. 

Disarmament may also be anathema to the military establishment, as a reduction 

in military expenditure may diminish the importance and influence of the 

military in government. The result is that the power of the military-industrial 

complex often overrides the greater claims of education, health and housing 

in a country and the advocates of economic and social advancement have less 

say in the conduct of national affairs than the military establishment. 

I come nm-r to the question of public understanding of the dange_:rs of tlle 

arms race. Recently, at a seminar organized by the United Nations Institute 

for Training and Research, Mrs. Inge Thorsson of the Swedish delegation, speaking 

on "humanizing the approach to disarmament", suggested several reasons why 

there was no loud and organized public outcry against the dangers of the 

escalating arms race. If the general public were aware of the gravity of 

the threat posed to the survival of humankind by the arms race, then it 

would be reasonable to expect pressure around the world to make Governments 

take serious steps towards disarmament. Mrs. Thorsson observed that that 

did not happen and had not happened because most people just did not 

realize what the so-called arms race and disarmament were all about and 

those who did despaired as to whether anything could be done to halt the arms 
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race. As for the uninformed~ some might naively believe that even if a 

nuclear war were to take place the human race would survive and nations 

would rebuild themselves after the war, perhaps a little wiser for the 

experience. Such people simply do not realize the devastating scale of a 

general nuclear war, which would so destroy the planet earth that survivors, 

if any, would be left only with the choice of either slovr death or a return to 

a primitive level of civilization. 

So, what is the solution? Obviously, there is need for better understanding 

of this problem by every person and, to that end, the education of the public 

on the meaning of 11MIRVs' 1 multiple independently-targeted re-entry vehicles, 

and 11
HI\'RVsn, manoeuvrable re-entry vehicles, and on the facts and figures of 

the arms race should be given wide support and attention. 

I shall now examine the question of what can realistically be done to curb 

the arms race. First, I shall discuss the problem of the nuclear arms race~ 

as we are all agreed that the potential for a world nuclear conflict presents 

the greatest threat to mankind. The nuclear arms race has two aspects, one 

vertical and the other horizontal. On the first aspect, concerning the 

quantitative and qualitative arms race among the existing nuclear-vreapon States, 

my delegation sees some hope in some of the proposals and measures that are 

being considered. One such measure is the proposal by Canada on the 

negotiation of an agreement to stop all production of fissionable materials 

for weapon purposes. He believe that is one way of approaching the problem 

and vre vrould commend its consideration. 

Another measure is the negotiations in the second round of the Strategic 

Arms Limitation Talks (SALT II) between the United States and the Union of 

Soviet Socialist Republics. That represents a genuine attempt on the part 

of the two most powerful nuclear-weapon States to reduce the dangers of 

nuclear warfare and mutual annihilation. He can only hope their current 

negotiations will result in the early conclusion of a SALT II agreern.ent and that 

they will proceed soon thereafter to start nep:oti>".tions on a SALT III agreement, 

focussing on qualitative curbs of their nuclear~arms race as well as on the 

actual reduction of their nuclear arsenals. 
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Regarding the qualitative arms race among the nuclear-weapon States, 

William Epstein, a distinguished Canadian diplomat and scholar, has argued 

convincingly that it is not meaningful or useful to arrive at any agreement on how 

many nuclear weapons and delivery systems can be deployed without agreeing to 

restrain the qualitative improvement of such weapons and their delivery systems, as 

well as restraining the development of new kinds of weapons systems. We now have 

in our vocabulary terms such as cruise missiles, the SS-20, the "Backfiren bomber, 

neutron bombs, Trident submarines, weapons that use laser beams and electron rays. 

Where do they all end? r,.re understand that missiles can be designed to attain an 

accuracy of within a few hundred feet of target, though launched from distances of 

thousands of miles. Some can be used even for destruction of satellites, thus 

bringing the arms race to the outer space. What next? To end this madness, the 

following measures are the minimum that ought to be taken. 

First, all States should agree on a moratorium on the testing of all nuclear 

weapons and nuclear devices, pending the conclusion of a comprehensive test-ban 

treaty. 

Secondly, we would urge the three nuclear-weapon States currently engaged in 

negotiations on a comprehensive test-ban treaty to arrive at an early agreement. 

Until the treaty is completed, we would support the proposal to observe a 

moratorium against tests in any environment. 

Thirdly, my delegation supports the Swedish proposal for the establishment of 

an international seismological data centre for better verification of the 

observance, and enforcement, of a comprehensive test-ban treaty. 

Fourthly, we also support efforts towards an agreement to ban flight-testing 

of nuclear warheads delivery systems, and lastly, an agreement to limit, or to 

reduce progressively, military spending on development of new strategic nuclear

weapon systems. 

Let me now focus my analysis on what can be done to curb horizontal 

proliferation. The most immediate concern is an agreement on better and 

non-discriminatory safeguards, under International Atomic Energy Agency auspices, 

against the proliferation of nuclear fissionable materials, and to control their 

use for peaceful purposes. We believe a full nuclear fuel-cycle evaluation 

exercise will contribute towards this objective. 
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Yet another initiative to curb the spread of nuclear weapons lS for 

States in a region to declare, and for the nuclear-weapon States to observe, 

a nuclear-1v-eapon-free zone. The Tlatelolco Treaty for the prohibition of 

nuclear weapons in Latin ~4merica, which was signed in 1967 and which now 

enjoys almost full acceptance by the Latin A~erican States and the five 

nuclear-weapon States, is a model for similar efforts in other regions or 

sub-regions. 

Though -vre must not lose sight of the importance of concerted efforts at 

curbing the nuclear arms race and nuclear proliferation, we should not, however, 

belittle the impact and consequences of -vrars fought with conventional weapons. 

Since the catastrophic events at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, mankind has so far 

been mercifully spared more horrors of the use of nuclear weapons. But in 

the period since 1945, 133 Hars have been fought, all "lvith conventional weapons, 

resulting in the killing of 25 million people. Also, it is a fact that 

about 80 per cent of global military expenditures are spent on conventional 

"lveapons. As annual global expenditures are currently running at about $400 billion, 

this makes the total sum spent on conventional weapons to be about $320 billion. 

This speaks for the urgency of the need for the world community to recognize the 

problem we have with the conventional arms race, and to find means to check the 

momentum of world spendinB on conventional weapons. 

It is heartening to see that some efforts are be~inning to be made to 

check this conventional arms race, both by supplier and recinient States. 

The objective of suppliers of conventional 1reapons should be an agreement to 

restrain production and transfer of such -vreapons. \'le note that bilateral 

talks bet1v-een the United States and the Soviet Union on this question have 

begun. We welcome the initiative they have taken and we look forward to further 

progress in their consultations. Hhile it is obviously important for the two 

largest suppliers of arms to hold such talks, l·re believe that other major suppliers 

should eventually be involved. If not, restraint exercised by the Uni~ed States 

and the Soviet Union will simply be exploited by other suppliers of arms, which 

will take over the markets and expand their sales. 
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Goirl); nmr to the recipient side, my dele:=ation believes the initiative 

must 1Je taken together by States in a region or sub-rec;ion. Initiatives 

must be taken to reduce tensions and increase confidence among States in a 

region. Peaceful means must be found for resolution of regional disputes 

and conflicts. And discussions must lJegin on putting a limit on both 

quantitative and qualitative aspects of arms imports into a repion. 

It is ahrays easy to suggest solutions, but if the solutions are to have 

any utility~ they must tal:e into account the stark realities of the w·orld in 

1rhich '.·Te live. For example, 1ve must recoe;nize the reality of a divided world 

1·Tith its opposins ideological, political and national interests. vlith detente, 

we have the passing of the worst period of the cold -vrar. But East~Fest 

rivalry and competition for influence is still very much a dominant factor in 

international relations, and the supply, or vrithholding, of arrns 

to recipient States is often used to extract political or military advantage 

for the supplier State. I had earlier mentioned hoH economic advantage from 

arms sales also poses an obstacle to voluntary restraints on exports. Apart 

from the easily understandable relationship of "more sales and more profits11 ~ 

there is also the oft-mentioned economy·~of-~scale factor in arms production, 

which makes unit costs lower in production for large markets than in production 

only for smaller domestic markets. 

On the other side, the recipients are of course not -vri thout their 

share of problems. The Horld is torn by regional conflicts, most betw·een 

third vorld countries themselves. These conflicts, together uith distrust 

and suspicion, desire for ima~e-building and leadership ambitions, all provide 

incentives for increasin~ arms purchases. 
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Turning to a brie:hter prospect, I should like to cite the initiative 

vrhich has been taken by a number of Latin American countries to deal with this 

problem. I refer to the Latin American States 1 Declaration of Ayacucho of 197lr. 

In that Declaration eicsht Latin American States made knmm their intentions 

to halt the acquisition of offensive w·eapons and to eliminate excessive 

expenditures on arms in general. During the special session the 

President of Venezuela invited all Latin American States to consider the 

possibility of pursuing the subject further. Then in August of this year 

representatives of 20 Latin American countries met at Mexico City to hold 

consultations on the question of transfer of conventional 1.-eapons. This 

initiative by the Latin Americans is greatly 1-lelcomed by my delegation. 1'Te 

1.-ish them success and hope that in the field of conventional arms, as in the 

field of nuclear arms, they will point the way for the rest of the third world 

to follow. 

Another area where regional differences have become muted through 

co-operation in comrnon pursuits is the subregion of South-East Asia, through 

the Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN), comprising Indonesia, 

Malaysia, the Philippines> Thailand and my mm country, Singapore. Formed 11 years 

ago, ASEAN has gone a long way towards promoting understanding, peace and 

stability in the subregion. Economic co-operation among the five member 

States is now a concrete fact; mutual consultations have become a habit and a 

valuable aspect of their conduct of relations with each other and with States 

outside the Association. So a positive move to1•arc1s confidence-building has 

already been made by ASEAN. "\le strone:lY urge developing countries in other 

regions of the -vrorld to consider establishing such organizations for economic 

co-operation. 

Lastly, I should like to examine "1-lhat other measures are available for 

curbing the arms race and containing conflict amone: States. At the United 

Nations level the question of banning chemical weapons has been discussed for 

the past 20 years. To date we still have no ae:reement on the question, although 

substantial progress has been made. My delegation hopes that the nevr Committee 

on Disarmament will speed up its negotiations on a chemical 1·reapons ban and that 

agreement will be reached in the near future. 
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The Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and 

Stockpiling of Bacteriological (BioloGical) and Toxin vleapons, concluded in 1971, 

is an important measure taken to ban conventional weapons that are particularly 

cruel and dangerous. It is encouragin~ that efforts continue to be made to 

reach agreement on a ban on other such weapons. In this area, my dele~ation 

looks hopefully to the proposed United Nations Conference next year on the 

question of a ban on the production and use of incendiary -vreapons and other 

conventional weapons that are excessively injurious or have indiscriminate 

effects. 

Another possibility for action at the United Nations level is towards a 

more effective United Nations system for maintaining international peace and 

security. As the United Nations can only be vrhat its .[:I'Iember States -vrant it 

to be, ve should all contribute to strengthening the peace-keeping and 

peace-making role of the Organization. 

To sum up, the first step towards solving the problem of the arms race 

should be that we must all se~k a better understanding of its causes. Next, 

in order to curb the nuclear arms race all States must support meaningful 

and realistic measures towards that end. On the problem of the conventional 

arms race, restraints must be exercised to the extent possible by both 

suppliers and recipients. And, lastly, outside the United Nations and at 

the level of the general public, more should be done to promote interest, 

awareness and concern in the problem of massive build-up of both nuclear 

and conventional armaments. A better understanding and appreciation by all of 

us of the causes of the arms race and the threat it poses to our survival 

would create a saner approach to livinc in a politically and ideologically 

divided world. 

r~. VASILYEV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic)(interpretation 

from Russian): Our delegation has already spelt out its position on a number 

of major issues connected uith the cessation of the arms race and disarmament. 

In our statement today we should like to touch on agenda item 44, "Prohibition 

of the development and manufacture of nevr types of ~-Teapons of mass destruction 

and neil systems of such weapons". 

Aiming at a speedy solution of the pro~lem of disarmament is imperative 

both because of the dangers and pernicious nature of the arms race and because 
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new dangerous signs of an accelerated and ever~broadening process of the development, 

manufacture and deployment of new types of weapons and systems of mass destruction 

are appearing. It is as if the world is standing on the threshold of a new spiral in 

the arms race which, if it is given rein, could topple the relative balance that 

exists in the field of armaments and could thus increase the danger of war. 

A specific solution to the problem of banning the development and manufacture 

of new types and systems of weapons of mass destruction requires active collective 

efforts by many States. Experience in negotiating on problems of disarmament shows 

that it is much easier to ban weapons which have not left the laboratory stage and 

and which have not undergone missile-range testing than to ban existing armaments. 

The conclusion of an agreement banning the development and manufacture of new types 

and systems of weapons of mass destruction could significantly narrow the uses of 

the latest achievements and scientific and technological progress in the military 

sphere. 

ltlay back in 1975 the Soviet Union made a specific proposal to conclude an 

international agreement on that question. Since then the problem has been examined 

in the United Nations in the Committee on Disarmament. Last y~q~ the General 

Assembly, in its resolution 32/84 A, requested 

"the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament to continue negotiations, with 

the assistance of qualified govern.'D.ental exr:-ert.s, aimed at working out the text 

of an agreement on the prohibition of the development and manufacture of new 

types of weapons of mass destruction and new systems of such weapons, and, when 

necessary, specific agreements on this subject." 

Much attention was devoted to that problem during the special session of the 

General Assembly devoted to disarmament. Many delegations mentioned it in their 

statements and it was discussed during the drafting of the Final Document. In 

paragraph 77 of the Final Document, the following is emphasized in particular: 

"In order to help prevent a qualitative arms race and so that scientific 

and technological achievements may ultimately be used solely for peaceful 

purposes, effective measures should be taken to avoid the danger and prevent 

the emergence of new types of weapons of mass destruction based on new 

scientific principles and achievements. Efforts sh•uld be appropriately 

pursued aiming at the prohibition of such new types and nevr syst12ms of weapons 

of mass destruction." (resolution A/S-10/2) 
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A certain amount of work on the question of banninG the dcvelopnent and the 

manufacture of ne>v types and systems of veA.l)ons of mass destruction has 

80ne on in the Co~nittee on Disarmament. An active contribution to this 

vork has been made by the Soviet Union and other countries of the Socialist 

community. Last year, the Soviet Union put before the Committee on 

Disarmament a revised draft agreement on the banning of new types and systems 

of 1-reapons of mass Cl.estruction. The thouGhts of a number of countries 

were included on <1efining the concept of new types and systems of weapons 

of ~ass destruction. 

In our docunent the definition of lvhat is to be banned comes as close 

as possible to the vrell-known formula used in the United Nations Committee 

on Conventional Ueapons of 1948 which has attained a broad der-:ree of consensus. 

That draft agreement also takes into consideration the opinions of a number 

of countries on the banning of specific types of weapons of mass destruction 

on the basis of separate agreements. Thus, the draft contains specific 

provisions which, in parallel with the comprehensive agreement, will make 

it possible to conclude special agreements to ban specific types of that 

kind of weapon. It also contains a statement that the agreement will have 

an annex givinG an actual list of banned types of weapons of mass 

destruction, and that that list could be 8dc1ed to as ne1v fields appear vhere 

the development and manufacture of veapons of mass destruction are possible 

after the agreement comes into force. The document takes into account 

the proposals of those countries in favour of a general formula 

for a ban and of those preferrinf" the :cchievenent of separate ar;reeroents 

on various types of 'lveapons of mass destruction. It covers both approaches. 

In March this year the Soviet Union made one more constructive step 

to meet the wishes of the Hestern countries, proposing the creation under 

the aegis of the Conni ttee on Disarmament of an ad hoc group of qualified 

governmental experts to examine the question of possible trends which ni~ht 

lead to the creation of new types and systems of weapons of mass destruction to 

be included in the initial list of banned weapons of mass destruction. That 

group could constantly monitor the development of events in that sphere and, at the 

very earliest stafl'e of the emere:ence of the possibility that nevr types of vTeapons 
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of mass destruction might be created, could call for appropriate recommendations 

in the Committee to ban them. In the opinion of my delegation the present 

session of the General Assembly should speak out in favour of speeding up 

the solution to the question of banning the development and manufacture 

of new types of weapons of mass destruction. An appeal to the Committee 

on Disarmament should be included in the draft convention which will be 

discussed in our Committee. 

As we see from the report of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament 

to the present session of the General Assembly, document A/33/27, negotiations 

have continued this year between the USSR and the United States of America 

on working out an agreement to ban radiological weapons, and on a possible 

joint initiative on that question in the Committee on Disarmament. My 

delegation notes with satisfaction that, as a result of the exchange of 

views, the two sides have succeeded in bringing their approaches to the 

problem closer, and that, as the report states, they have: 

" ... now practically reached agreement on the provisions of a 

possible instrument on the prohibition of radiological weapons 

(A/33/27, para. 215) 

II . . . . 

New means of mass destruction include the neutron weapon. The discussion 

of the question of banning that weapon took place recently in various 

international forums, among the public, and among the most eminent 

scientists of our day. The results of that discussion allow us to make 

some quite definite conclusions. 

There is no doubt that the neutron weapon is a particularly inhuman 

means of the mass extermination of people. It will certainly lower the 

threshold of the nuclear war and, therefore, will make the unleashing of such 

a war more rrobQble. The adoption of the neutron weapon by one group of 

States will obviously lead to its adoption by another group of States. The 

emergence of one type of neutron weapon can only be the beginning of that 

race. The first type automatically will lead to other types emerging. Mindful 

of these irrefutable facts, the Socialist States put forward for examination by 

the Committee on Disarmament a draft international convention on the banning of the 
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production, stockpiling, derloyment :_',nd use of the nuclear neutron 

weapon. 

Our delegation considers that the implementation of that proposal of 

the Socialist countries responds to the needs of our time in the interests 

of strengthening peace and security of peoples, and not only >muld be a 

major factor in curbing the nucle<1r :::trr:1s rnce but w-ould be a significant 

contribution tn staving off the danger of the use of scientific and 

technological achievements to create ne'tv types o.nrl. systems of ueapons of 

mass destruction. The movement against the development and deployment of 

the neutron weapon has assumed enormous proportions. Tens of millions of 

ordinary people are novr included in it, and the most varied kinds of 

inter-governmental organizations as well. 

Notwithstanding all this, hmvever, the United States has not shown 

willingness to relinquish its plans. Furthennore, quite recently the 

United States toolc a decision to produce the component parts of the 

neutron weapon, which is tantamount to preparing for production of 

that wenpon. The peoples of the 'tVhole "tvorld decisively favour the banning 

of the neutron \Veapon, and demand measures to be taken to stop its 

emergence in the arsenals of States The United Nations must not remain 

on the sidelines in this important matter. To our mind, it 

should take effective action in order to ban that barbaric vreapon. 

Mr. NYIRENDA (Zambia): The struge;le to attain the objective of 

general and complete disarmament is the theme which underlies the inclusion 

of fifteen agenda items which we are nOi·T discussing. In this st2>tement 

I shall address myself briefly to those items which deal with how disarmament 

could be achieved by reducing and eventually eliminating the killing capacity 

of weapons of war and death. 

Civilized mankind has been preoccupied with the methods for 

reducing the killing capacity of weapons for centuries. It has been consciously 

realized that disarmament can only be achieved if war-makers are deprived of the 

instruments vrith which to fie;ht. But before achieving that noble goal, certain 

intermediate measures have to be enforced to preserve human life. 
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Zambia welcomes the decision to convene in 1979, a conference to 

prohibit or restrict the use of certain conventional weapons which may be 

deemed to be excessively injurious or to have indiscriminate effects. Since 

achieving independence in 1964, Zambia has witnessed nothing but violent 

conflicts all around its borders. These conflicts, irhich arise from the 

struggles by the oppressed peoples to liberate their occupied countries, have 

naturally spilt over into Zambia. 

The racist minority r~gimes of southern Africa and Rhodesia have never 

hesitated to use excessively injurious weapons against civilians under 

their control and combatants alike. The indiscriminate massacres of innocent 

schoolchildren in Sovreto in 1976 is a case in point. It is the hope and 

expectation of my delegation therefore that the conference that I have referred 

to will devise concrete measures which would effectively prohibit the use 

of w·eapons of mass destruction. Such a measure would go a long way tow·ards 

curbing genocide the world over. 

Hhat I have just said leads me to comment on the problems that are 

created by the use of chemical and bacteriological vreapons covered by agenda 

item 37. 
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Discussion of the harmful effects of chemical uarfare is not nevr. Attempts 

to curb or even elimim1te thP use of chemical warfare in conflicts predate the 

foundinc; of the United t!ations. In December 1930 the then Preparatory Committee 

for the Disarmarr_ent Conference reached qualified agreement on the renunciation of 

chemical and bacterioloc;ical warfare. Despite all these efforts, this vexincs 

proule111 still remains unresolved. The reconstituted Committee on Disarmament 

has the responsibility of dealing vrith these issues as a matter of urgency. 

The international com.rnunity has a duty t•) devise adequate measures for 

punishinG t11ose countries ~rhich resort to chemical warfare in conflict situations. 

He in Zambia have uitnessed the indiscriminate use of chemical uarfare against 

'\fricans by tlle racist minority regimes, both inside and outside the countries 

under their cu .. 1trol. napalm and other defoliant incendiary veapons continue to 

be used ac;o.inst the people of Hamibia, Zimbabue and South Africa in attacks on 

refuc;ee camps in neighbouring countries. In March this year the Rhodesian 

Air Force dropped several napalm and other incendiary bombs in the Luangwa area 

of Zambia. These acts resulted in the death of several innocent people ."'nd 

the destruction of property, crops Rnd water supplies, and, as this 

Committee may be avare, thut~e barbaric bombings have been repeated at Sesheke, 

Lusaka and I1kushi. Similar indiscriminate killing has continued to take place 

in the Biddle East. 

I ask pardon for giving all ttese examples. It is the contention 

of my delec;ation that -vre l'lust nnderstand the situation on the ground if our 

discussions here are tv be of any value. It is not enoue;h to condemn those 

rec;imes lvhich resort to the use of chemical vrarfare. This Committee,which has been 

entrusted 1rith the responsibility for initiating action on security matters, has 

a duty to establish measures for ~ealinc; with the culprits. 

In conclusion ,I 1-rish to express the vie~Vs of my delegation on agenda item lt4, 

uhich relates to the prohibition of °Che development and. manufacture of new types 

of weapons of mass destruction and neF systems of such ~Veapons. 
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In our statement on item 125 my dele~Rtion ur~ed the Corrmittee on 

Disarmament to be future-oriented in its handling of disarmament issues. He 

would submit that this is not an easy task, especially since the development 

of new weapons of mass destruction is s}lrouded in a veil of secrecy. He 

hardly knovr what vreapons are bein'"'" nroduced by 'She military-industrial complexes 

of the super-Pouers until the 1-rorld is told about thr::m. Cine mav even wonder 

whether we lmov all about the types of "'·reapons in the custody of the major 

military Powers. 

Hhat is even more frightening is that the invention of ne"'v "'·reapons by 

countries engaged in an arms race triggers off another nevr -ra.ce. He are all too 

familiar with the reactions which greeted the development of the neutron bomb. · 

Kr.at nt:'" "~Tertpon systems may be on the dravrinr; boards of militaril:r 

significant States remains a secret. 

Our sober conclusion is that the arms race may be impossible to control 

if States, particularly the militarily strong ones, do not have the necessary 

political >fill to share information with concerned I'1.embers of the international 

community,under the auspices of the United Nations. The struggle to prohibit the 

development and manufacture of new types of vreapons remains a formidable 

challenge to the Committee on Disarmament and the United nations as a whole. 

The resolution of the problem calls for imagination and innovation on the 

part of us all. · 

Mr. AZIZI (Afghanistan): Disarmament is closely linked vrith mankind's 

struggle to eradicate economic and social impediments, at the root of 

1rhich lies the military threat. 'Ih,: -rrnliferation of arms, both horizontally 

and vertically, and the development of technolopy geared to mass 

destruction only exacerbate the existing situation. During the tenth special 

session of the General Assembly,devoted to disarmament, the majority of States 

conceded that nuclear disarmament and the prevention of nuclear war should be 

given the hichest priority. · 
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Gene~al and complete disarmament would make detente irreversible. In this 

context, 1 special responsibility rests with those States that already possess 

nuclear w~apons. In this connexion, my delegation wishes to express once again 

its satis~action with the constructive proposal made by the Soviet Union 

concernin~ the conclusion of an international convention on the strengthening of 

guarantee; of the security of non-nuclear States, as a goodwill gesture on the 

part of a nuclear Power and a positive step towards enhancing the possibilities of 

the furth~r improvement of international understanding in the field of disarmament. 

My del ega· .ion, while earnestly drawing the full attention of the Committee to 

this, bel .eves that other nuclear-weapon States, for their part, will come 

forward w.th constructive proposals, as clearly called for in paragraph 59 

of the Final Document. In the Final Document the urgent need is stressed for 

negotiations concerning the cessation of the qualitative improvement of nuclear 

weapons and their means of delivery and the preparation of a comprehensive, phased 

programme for a progressive and balanced reduction of nuclear stockpiles, 

leadinr, to their ultimate elimination. 

We look forward with high expectations to the early conclusion of the 

second agreement between the two leading nuclear Powers, and hope that the third 

round of Strategic Arms Limitations Talks will follow shortly, with as its 

objective the limitation of strategic arsenals. 

The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) is the 

mainstay of every effort to prevent the danger of the proliferation of nuclear 

weapons. We are of the opinion that a second review conference of the States 

parties to the Non-Proliferation Treaty, to be held in 1980, and universal 

commitment to the NPT should be actively sought. Those States that have not yet 

signed and ratified the Treaty must be urged to do so. Under article VI of the 

Treaty, the nuclear-1.reapon States have certain obligations, inter alia, 

which must not be lost sight of during the second review Conference. 

Since its adoption by the General Assembly at its twenty-sixth session 

the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace has received the 

support of the majority of Member States of this Organization. During the 
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tenth special session of the General Assembly, devoted to disarmament 

after the adoption of other resolutions subsequent to 1971, this concept 

was once again considered. 

Resolution 32/86 of 12 November 1977, in which the convening of a meeting 

of the littoral and hinterland States was decided upon, represents a positive 

step towards the imnlementation of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a 

Zone of Peace. 
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The conclusion of an agreement among the littoral and hinterland 

States will pave the way for the convening of a conference on the 

Indian Ocean with the participation of all interested States. 

To ensure implementation of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as 

a Zone of Peace, a basis of agreement should be sought. This will be the 

central objective of the preparatory meeting of the littoral and 

hinterland States, which is to be convened in the near future. This 

meeting, by harmonizing the different viewpoints of the States, will 

contribute to the successful conclusion of the conference. 

My delegation is of the opinion that the resumption of the 

discussion between the two major Powers will be of great benefit in 

the establishment of an accord. We further believe that the success 

of the meetinp, of littoral and hinterland States will further the cause 

of disarmament and contribute to international peace and security. 

1ilith regard to fixing the date and duration of the conference of the 

littoral and hinterland States, allm.ring for adequate preparation, my 

delegation urges that the meeting be held at the earliest possible date 

in 1979, to prepare the ground for holding the Conference on the Indian 

Ocean as a Zone of Peace in 1980. 

With regard to the possibility of convening a world conference on 

disarmament, as described in paragraph 122 of the Final Document, my 

delegation would like to draw attention to the fact that the conference 

has received broad support since 1971, particularly in the wake of the 

tenth special session, which was Qevot~d to disarmament, and at the recent 

Belgrade meeting of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of Non-nligned Countries. 

That world conference should be convened with universal participation and 

with adequate preparation and should persist in the aim of adopting 

effective and binding decisions on specific disarmament problems. 

The Final Document calls for negotiations on the limitation and 

gradual reduction of armed forces and conventional weapons. These 

objectives should be resolutely pursued, together with nepotiations on 

nuclear disarmament measures. The qualitative and quantitative increase 

in the production of conventional weapons is of grave concern to all 

progressive and peace-loving nations, for these weapons serve as instruments 
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of suppression in areas where peoples are strugGling for the attainment 

of their legitimate rights against colonialism and alien domination, and 

they help to perpetuate and expand the areas of conflict. \f.hile 

unconditionally supporting the struggle of all the liberation movements, 

in all its forms and manifestations, for independence and self-determination, 

my delegation believes that efforts must be made to adopt urgent measures 

conducive to the :dzable limitation of all types of weapons. 

The General Assembly, in its resolution 32/78, noted with 

satisfaction that L_c:.-:ctia+.icc'' had begun among the three nuclear--.reapon 

States with a view to drafting an agreement on the question of a 

comprehensive test-ban agreement and urged those three States to bring 

their negotiations to a positive conclusion as soon as possible. ~zy 

delegation, while hoping for the early conclusion of the agreement, 

believes that any long-term objectives of such a comprehensive treaty 

cannot be secured without the participation of ~ll the nuclear-weapon 

States. 

The possession by South Africa and Israel of nuclear technology 

threatens not only security in re~ions concerned but the security of the 

entire world. To prepare the ground for nuclear arms development in 

South Africa and Israel is a crime against humanity and a serious setback 

to the realization of the legitimate aspirations of the people. Vlithout 

wiping out the roots of colonialism, neo-colonialism and imperialism 

in Africa and elsewhere, genuine disarmament will not be achieved and 

international peace and security will not be maintained. 

Turning to the question of the elimination of chemical weapons, 

which is a matter of international concern, my delegation welcomes 

the recent joint statements of the Soviet Union and the United States 

of America on the progress of their negotiations. Hhile urgin(j a speedy 

conclusion of the negotiations, we believe that the agreement should be 

comprehensive in scope, prohibiting the development, production and 

stockpiling of all chemical weapons and calling for the destruction of 

the stockpiles of such weapons. 

The special session on disarmament, in its Final Document, recognizes 

that the establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the Middle East 
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vmuld be es}lecially desirable in enhancinc:, internation2"l <:)eace and 

security. In the l'IidcUe Es"st, the concept of c~isar1•1ament also implies 

the elimination of Zionism and the restitution of ::ell the rights of tbe 

Palestinian people, incluciinc; their right to self~determination. 

Disarmament and development are by far the most urc;ent problems 

facin.:; the \·rorld today. Vast resources, badly needeCi for development> 

are oeinc; consumed as courttries make c;reater sacrifices for mili car:'' 

c;ains. Five years have elapsed since the adoption of General Assel:tbly 

resolution 3093 (::XVIII) callin£; for the recl_uction of the L1i1itary 

budc;ets of the -rerr·1:"f1ent J•lemhers of the Sec11ri t:r Council and utilizRtion 

of part of the fuDds thus saved for assistance to developing countries. 

The matter 1-ras ag~·"in raised durinc; the tenth special session of the 

General _ssembly, which vms devoted to disarmament. In this rec;ard, 

\Te are looldng foruard to the proposal of practical measures by the 

c;ovcrnmental experts on the relationship behreen development and disarmament. 

In fact the dark clouclr of peril that hang over lwmanity can be 

diverted only vrhen the huge expenditures and the scientific and technice"l 

resources elevated to destruction are redirected to development pur:9oses. 

Thus the Heu International :Sconomic Order, vrithout uhich international 

peace and security cannot be acbieven, "\·Till come into iJeinc;. 

The strensthening o:f the role of the United lilations in the !'ield 

of disarmament with a vieu to conductinc; :future negotiations undc:r its 

auspices and l~eepinr, the Organization in:formed of proc;ress in the 

implementation o:f disarmaHent measures and other related :i_ssues is 

of parmilount importance. 

Disarmament by itsel:f cannot ensure peace. EquitQble, proGressive-: 

social, IJOlitical and economic changes must tal:e place among nations, on 

the basis o:f mutual respect :for the soverei;:,nty, territoriaJ integrity 

and political and economic independence of every nation, incluciing it2 

right to choose its own social and economic system 0 and the non~use of 

:force ln the conduct o:f international relations. in short, of full 

respect for the purposes and principles of the United -r.;"tions Charter. 

In conclusion I vTish to stress that every effort must be exertecl 

for the attainment o:f the supreme c;oal of all manl:::ind, vrhich is peace and 
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-,,eace L1l1cl~-r the rule of lwi ::ucl_ pt:ace for the p:;_•or,ress 

I sh;::tll nm-1 call on t.i:10se representatives 

-.:~10 rnslt t:J S'Jeak in exercise of tbe ric;ht of reply. 

_c:-:_._J~Il:._:~ ( Isr:;,el) . In taking the floor in the exercise 

,,f my r:l_:;i.>t cf reply to the statement made this morninc; by the 

:;_'e-r.re;:; et1tati ve of Syria_ I have no vrisb to reciprocate in an exchant;e 

of accusations. The subject ue are dealing <rith is too serious to 

emul2.te IJractices 1r.>0re 2nit81:Jle to a student debate than to 211 

intcrr1.~,tional confe:c-ence. l shall instee.d 8.c,c1ress rr1yself to 1Th8-tever 

substc:nr:e:: c;~,n be _n;;::.,thered from his statement. 

The representntive of Syria mentioned Israel's abstention on 

resolution J~j0 on the establishmc:;nt of a nuclear~1-reapon--frec zone 

s a r ~.tter of record, I c::hould lil;:e to remind 

the COltllilit-cee that Israel 1r2.s not the only conJ.ltry that in various vrays 

and for a variety of reasons expressed : ~ c-crYr•ticns about the 1-mrc:.inc; 

oi.' l;lle resolu"cion. In the votinc; in the ColllJ'1_ittee on tuo of the 

operative para;_;_ravhs of tlH:o c'lraft resolution there l·rere 14 and l' 

.':11Jstentioas rFsnectivel v by other States. ;Thy" then, doe" th~~ 

re.c>resc::ntative of G~rrio. not censure EJlso Rll tl:o"'e St8.tec- instead of 

:-;in:,linc; ouL; Israel? 
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','11e representative of :::;~rria is h:ml::.in::_ heavily on the failure of tile 

collective ner.cory of this Co1,11ri ttee. It is Israel, and not 3yria, vhich has 

re:t'eatecUy _. fro1,1 the rostrur of the ::_Jlenary AsseL,bly rl_urin_ · the .~.eneral C::.cb:<.te 

ancL in this Cmm11i ttee, lJroposecl ne~;otiations lec,din[ to th~ conclusion of a 

fOrl!'21 contr<wtual l•mltilateral convention betHeen e.ll 0t.::tes of the IiiclcUe 

i:;e"st alon::; the lines of such l'.otable precedents as the esttcblishLent of s. 

in other }Jarts of the 1-rorld. 

Unless conventions are c•mtu2lly bindinc" they are hardly Forth the ~'aper 

they are ~~itten on. Hm-rever, mtctually bindin.::; ac;reeE1ents can be arri vecl cct 

only throu::;h 6.irect nersotiations. ~Thy C::.oes not the relwesentati ve of Syric\ 

spell out the ullole and vnC'dorneu. truth? :=:;yria, not reco::_l1izinc; Isrc:.el ;:md 

Wl['in:_; UDr a:__c:inst Israel_. does not vish to nec;otiate uith Isr::wl, It therefore 

seeks a \·ray of e::stablishin,:-: a so--called nuclear--ueapon-free zone in tl1e iiirlclc 

_,_~ast that 1rould not ento.,il 1.mtual nec;otis.tions but uoulC::_ co.,rry cmilat-erc:.l 

·J:f c:yria is in earnest a·bout the establishr;1ent of a nucles.r~uea:con -free 

zone ln the hi delle :Cast. let it respond favourably to Isro.el' s offer am!. enter 

uith Israel e.nd Fit'" <:.11 other States in the :cc::2:ion into 2. constntctive 

consicl.eratim1 of hmr best to fr2e our rec;lon froB the clanc~ers of c:. nuclr-~ar 1·Tr.r. 

":r. GLj_I._I:CL ( Sy:cian i~rab i:epublic) ( interpretc:.tion frOl'' Arabic). I 

consider ·' 17bFn ne t ::0 em tht' questions of Petlc-:stine', t~1c: cJiddlL· I''::wt ~·n<l Isrg,el:i 

I -~et Hi th the SDonsors of' r.re<ft r,c.solution A/C .1/33/L. 4. 

a~end3ents to this p8rt.icul2r Jraft resob1tion. 
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I should like to annovnce that India has becoiYJe a sponsor 

of draft resolution A/C.l/33/L.l2/D.cv.l and A/C.l/33/L.l4, and the Unitec_ 

~Ci11c.dorl i12.s bccon,e a sponsor of draft resolution J',./C.l/33/1.14. 


